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PREFACE

The Put) titer of the Nt lo.oal Council for
Geognaphic Education is especially plensei to publish
this revision of Ge -Iph,; Via Pictures by Dr. Lynn

Flalverson. Although rehred from active teaching,
Di.% Halverson has maintained his interest and work
in teaching. When a revision of Ens original booklet
on Geography Via Pictures was suggested, Dr. Hal-
verson readily and W illin 121 offerod hi assistance

It is with great pleasure that the Puhlications Cen-
ter acknowledges the continuing contributions of Dr.
Halverson to the geographic profession and extends
to him our thanks and appreciation.

KERMIT M. ILNIDIC.;
Director of Publiu
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PICTURES IN GEOGRAPHY

The old cliche that a picture is worth a thousand words has
little place in the use of picLures in the field of geography, as
this might imply that a picture can stand alone in providing
functional understandings. On the other hand, in recording land-
scape conditions, both cultural and natunil, pictures are indis-
pensable and perhaps are the most tiignificant of all materials
in providing concrete landscape concepts.

Before going further in this discussion, it must be made
clear that to use pictures adequately a teacher must possess a
"landscape" and "relationship" concept or philosophy of geogra-
phy. This means that the student must understand that the
geographer looks upon the landscape in two aspects, the cultural
or man-made environment and the natural environment.

Cultural environment includes the nmn-made landscape or
the items of the landscape resulting from man's occupation of an
area. These items when denoted by symbols on maps are given
names by man, whether great cities or small villages, or political
boundaries.

Natural environment includes the total natural landscape,
which might begin with the sun irid include all the elements of
land, air, and water significant to man as he occupies the earth.
These items likewise are symbolically represented on various
types_ of maps, some of which are highly specialized.

Geography deals with these landscapes, cultural and natu-
ral, as basis for the discovery, description-. and interpretation
of relationships arising as man occupies areas of the earth's
surface.

It is apparent therefore that the teacher and the student
must consider pictures for their landscape information if pic-
tures are to_make a maximum contribution to geographic under-
stiindings. From information portrayed in the picture one can
organize the cultural and natural items in their relationships to
each other, and may deduce definite relationship understandings.

It was stated earlier, however, that no picture can stand
alone in geographic study, For example, the apparent sun be-
havior condition must be read into the picture through the med-
ium of latitudinal location. Weather and climate for the area
which is shown in the picture must be understood. It must be
determined further whether or not the picture represents typi-
cal conditions in the lirea or region studied, or is an example
of some exotic or unusual item. If pictures are to be significant
and valuable teaching aids to the geographer at any level of in-
struction they cannot be carelessly or casually used and make
the contribution to geographic understandings of which they are
capable.

1



The use of pictures in most fields of learning and at any
level of instruction makes necessary some method of classifica-
tion, The basis for the classification will depend upon the fieid
or learning and the philosophy of the individual in his iirea of
specniliz4ition, It is probable thud. in the same field the teacher
might have 41 somewlpit differept basis for orgionz4ition zind
selection than a research person. It is also possible that the
teacher might be more selective in collecting pictures than the
researcher.

In the field of ge,l ip h t --aching it ippi ii th it the basic
criterion for the selection and use of pictures is gtogi aphic
(nudity. The use of pictures of high geographic nu.ality portrtiy-
ing cultural and natural landscape items aids in making geogra-
phy concrete and "down to earth," Such pictures provide the
basis for making sound interpretations of the landscape. If the
picture does not tell the whole story, and usually it does not, it
stimulates rese4irch told checking to determine the facts. Pic-
tures are one of the materials upon which may be based the de-
velopment of the ability to think geogniphicidly, This ability is
porhi,ps the greatest contribution that the teaching of geogra-
phy can make to the education of the student at any level of
instruction,

The modern geographer through his use of landscapes, cul
tura] and natural, as bases for the development of relationship
understandings, should be the greatest user of pictures, Geog-
niphy Lis a socio-natund science brings num's works and tictivi-

s into most pictures as a basis for developing understandings
of relationships.

The geologist is mainly concerned with the natural land-
scape as are many others in the strictly natural science field.
The social scientist is more largely concerned with man-to-man
relationships using relatively few pictures dealing with the nat-
ural landscape. However history may take on real meaning if
students reidize Unit events of the past have been conditioned by
natural landscape items. The westward movement across the
eastern mountains and platehus becomes more meaningful when,
for example, significance of the Great Valley, the Wilderness
Road. Cumberland Gap, and the Hudson-Mohawk Lowlands is
understood. Pictures aid in tiuch understandings.

9
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THE CLASSIFICATION OF PICTURES

To organize picture study for maximum results it is neces-
sary to CiaSSify pictures upon the basis of their geographie quali-

Geographic quality in pictures involves the completenes of
the portrayal of the cultural and natural landscapes and their
interrelationships.

In pictures of high geographic quality there may be relation-
ships which are obvious or clear, there may be suggested re-
lationships which must be carefully checked to insure their va-
lidity, and there may be involved or hidden relationships not at
;all apparent in the picture. In the latter two cases it -my be
necessary to investigate the validity of the suggested or involved
relationships.

Failure of picttiies to qualify for top geogniphic (Malay
does not mean that they have no use in instructional procedures.
Such pictures may have problem-raising qualities or aid in clari-
fying definitions which make them valuable teaching aids.

Pictures may be classified as possessing primary, :-econdary,
or tertiary geographic quality on the basis of the portrayal of
cultural and natural landscape items and the geographic rela-
tionships shown or suggested. It must be repeated that the geo-
graphic understandings of the indivdual brought to bear in
picture study results in a high degree of subjectivity in individ-
ual judgments regarding any picture. The greater the geo-
graphic background of students and teachers the greater the
interpretative_power that can be brought to bear. As a result
much more will be read into the picture as a basis for relation-
ship understandings.

This ability to understand and interpret pictures grows
rapidly with use once the idea is grasped and in the matter of a
few weeks tremendous growth is evidenced in students at any
level of instruction. Many students are enamored by the process
of analysing pictures to see what is shown or suggested and
checking their interpretations by research.

It will be found that there will be differences of opinion
among students as to which class a picture belongs. This is addi-
tional evidence of the subjective reaction of individuals to the
landscapes portrayed. Actually, such differences of opinion are
evidences of active minds.

Probably the major objective of picture study in geography
is the development of the ability and the desire to interpret criti-
cally the cultural and rnttural landscapes and the relationships
arising as man occupies areas of the earth's surface. Pictures are
substitutes for the actual field and can serve to check relation-
ships observed in the field. Pictures are part of the record of

3
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observations in the field and shoukl be made an integral part
of any field report with critical aspects of pictures interpreted
in detail. Many research papers fail in this regitrd luid the value

f the included pictures is minimized,

SS I. PICTURES OF
PRIMARY GEOGRAPHIC QUALITY

Pictures of this class show human activity or evidence of
human activity in its mitural setting. Their composition must
show a well-balanced arrangement of items of the cultural and
natural landscapes as a basis for working out geographic
relationships.

Some of the relationships between the two types of items
will be ob iou mci cletr. others may lie suggestive and subject
to verification. Undoubtedly there are other relationships which
can Only be developed by reading into the picture information
from the student's background regarding the regional condi-
tions of weather, climate, landforms, soils, transportation, mar-
kets, and many other items.

Pictures of the primary class commonly fall into two types:
the first showing hurmin iictivity in its natural setting (Fig. 1) ;
the second showing the works of man in their natural setting

hout the human workers (Fig,

rt,

Fig. 1

Figure 1 shows commercial fishermen removing lake trout
and vhitefish from the pot of a trap net placed in Lake Superim-
near Marquette, Michigan. The cold waters of the lake furnish

4
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fav( %dile habitat for these fish. Tho shore is near at hand, show-
ing that this type of fishing is carried on in relatively :shallow'
water. The maximum legal depth for this type or tishing is fifty
feet. Trap nets are set only in the less stormy summer months.
Nets in such shallow water are exceedingly vulnerable to storms
which could cause losses of hundreds of dollars to the fisherman.

It is apparent that a picture of this quality raises many
questions that can only be solved by research unless the student
can bring to bear upon the problem a specialized fund of infor-
mation. No picture can stand alone. A picture can best fulfill its
potentialities when research brings out the factors involved.

The producers of textbooks at all levels of instruction who
inse1 t. pictures pe1 iodic4dly in their books without provision
for intelligent use are to a large degree wasting space and money.
In many texts in recent years there have been beautiful pictures
included without provision for use resulting to the photographs
being relatively meaningless. The mere inclusion of beautiful
pictures for their esthetic contribution is not enough. It has been
said that the primary objective of all geography teaching is the
development of the kWility to think geogntphically where there
are geogriphic problems present. The ability to think should he
the major objective of all education. The picture may furnish
basic information for stimulating thinking just as significintly
as can_ the printed word.

Pictures of the second type under Class I show the works of
man in their natural setting without the human workers (Fig.
). The results of the hurmin icti it Li C hos n without the

2
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presence of the worIcers. 'Me forest in jis natural state is shown
in the background. At lower le-vels of instruction the interest of
the children iii the tA,orkers moy diffract from their willingness
to get to the natter of doing geoRraphie thinkinw about what is
seen or suggested.

After the location of the p ictu re is known it is necessary to
read into the scene items of the eilltural and natural landscape
as a basis for doing geog-raphic th1uig Such things as the
species of trees, the cutting- time as related to bark removal, mar-
ket demand, transportation costs, -and availability of labor are
significant,

It should be noted thift no captiows Dave been given for
these pictures. This matter will be disclosed later in connection
ith rnethos of using picture:4 in instruction.

CLASS LI, PlerIETIMS
SE COINDALLY GEC:WON-1R (QUALITY

Pictures of secondary geowrapbic trality roav equal for cer-
tain teaching purposes those o Clmss I quolity but they do not
convey as corriplete a la Tidscape. cultural and natural, with which
geographic thinkinw may be dene, Pictures of this class would
seem to fall into two types; thie first type shows the items of
the natural landscape with very little if any cultural landscape
forms present of interPretative value; the second type presents
mainly cultural iteins.

The f irst type (Fig. ), shows ice--scotired hills and knobs,
Lake Superior in tile baclicgrouna, and no imbitations in view.
llowever, a railroad crosses the area near the center of the pic-
ture. 'The reason the railroad engineers toolc this mute was that
lN use entailed less of a problem tharx routing the road along
the rocky shere of the lake. Even se, some rock cuts were
required.



This picture (Fig. 3) conveys a concept of ice-scoured hills
and knobs as one explanation of the lack of utilization. Actually
some timber has been cut in this area of poor soil cover and
resulting poor stand of trees. The view shows a rather typical
example of the terrain of tbe Laurentian Shield in parts of the
United States. The scarcity of visible items serving as evidence
of human occupancy is reason for placing the picture in a lower
classification on the basis of geographic quality. The items of
the cultural landscape actually present are so hidden that with-
out detailed research they would not serve as a basis for doing
geographic thinking.

The second type of picture in this class shows mainly cul-
tural items. Relatively little variety of natural landscape is visi-
ble as a basis for the development of interpretative relationships
based upon the picture alone, Figure 4 shows an ore boat at the
dock about to begin loading . rtInch of the boat and portions of
the dock and ore spouts .:re shown. The only item of the natural
landscape is the smooth water of Lake Superior. Alone, this pic-
ture does not tell much of a story because it shows primarily
cultural items of the landscape. If the picture were part of a se-
quence showing iron mines, ore-carrying railroads, ore docks .
ore boats, and steel mills in the lower lakes region it would give
a complete relationship story involving many cultural and natu-
ral landscape items. This story might be made more intelligible
by using certain pictures to clarify definitions of terms.

Fig. 4

7
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Another example of this type of picture is an aerial photo-
graph of buildings and street patterns of a city. Unless the land-
form features are exceedingly striking most of the natural
landscape is masked by the cultural items causing the picture to
fall into Class II. It should be mentioned that in a highly spec-
ialized use of pictures involving the stereoscopic pair and viewer
much more natural landscape may become legible. However, such
equipment is not ordinarily available below the collegiate level
and often not there.

In summary, pictures of Class II quality are mainly sug-
gestive and usually serve as starting points in problem solving.
In advanced study they become increasingly more useful because
of the definite special concepts they contribute to a detailed
study of a region.

CLASS III, PICTURES OF
TERTIARY GEOGRAPHIC QUALITY

Pictures of this class are the least valuable for geographic
concepts but make definite contributions under certain condi-
tions. Therefore, an awareness of their possibilities is most im-
portant. The experience background of many children and adults
is often limited to the landscape items of their own locale. It
may be very difficult through word pictures or descriptions to
develop concepts for landscape items entirely outside their ex-
perience. In such cases pictures may be worth many words.

01:41120-744
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Many textbooks show photographs of ore docks su h as Fig-
ure 5. Much may be written saying that the docks are some
hundreds of feet long and that each ore pocket holds 250 tons
but still it is difficult to con1.2y the idea of size to the reader.
Figure 6 gives some concrete understanding of size by showing
the top of an ore dock with four standard-gauge railroad tracks,
an ore car, and men. This picture conveys certain comparative
size concepts that possibly can best be defined through a photo-
graph.

Fig. 6

Close-ups of manufacturing processes, architectural forms,
roof types, planting patterns, or other items which may be so
specialized as to show little of the landscape can make a con-
tribution which is significant in developing relationship under-
standings. Though pictures of this class are usable on occasion
it should he recognized that they must be carefully handled if
their use is justified.

16



CAPTIONS

It is the usual practice to give captions beneath picture
used in textbooks and other publications. However, some authors
of geography texts have omitted captions with the picture and
given a list of captions elsewhere in the book. On the other hand,
in some books very full captions are given purporting to cover
the major items of significance in the pictures. This procedure
does direct additional attention to the pictures. th the vast ma-
jority of cases the pictures are merely named or possibly a
single item is pointed out.

Is the matter of captions of any real significance m using
pictures in teaching procedures? Does it really make any dif-
ference whether captions are absent or short or descriptive or
long or interpretative?

The theory behind the omission of captions is based upon
the belief that captions limit the usefulness of pictures to the
single idea that is suggested by the captions. This leads the
student to give this item Or idea a brief bit of attention and
believe his consideration of the picture _concluded. In contrast,
pictures without captions present a problem which must be sub-
jected to study and analysis to attain the maximum understand-
iris possible at any given level of instruction.

The short and brief caption, like the titles in the old silent
triAtion pictures or the narration in the present sound-track
movies, gi7os a name or an idea only for there is not space _nor
time for anything more. This means that the picture is often
very iiiodequately considered and may make little contribution
to the landscape-relationship understandings of geography.

The long and interpretative caption often makes a real con-
tribution to the understandings being developed through the use
of pictures. If the textbook discussion does not include the de-
velopment of understandings based upon pictures the detailed
and iTiterpretative caption is most desirable. If the caption _is
omitted entirely it is assumed that the text makes provision for
the intensive use of the pictures.

Actually it is difficult to generalize regarding the varied
aspects of captioning without considering the special methods of
using pictures, The major contention is that pictures must be
alloved through use to make the contribution to understandings
of which they are capable. It seems safe to assume that few pic-
tures will achieve their potential unless provision is made for
their use in textbooks. It is therefore the responsibility of auth-
org of geography texts at all levels of instruction, if pictures are
to be included, to provide thoughtfully for their use.

17



PROCEDURES IN USING PICTURES

Most teachers who use pictures have some organized tech-
niques or procedures. Few, however, have the time to different-
iate and analyze the ways in which visual material may be pre-
sented. Therefore an enumeration and brief discussion of the
procedures with some indication of the desirable outcomes is
discussed below. It should be realized, however, that in practice
the instructor vil1 often combine two or more of the suggested
procedures.

RECONNAISSANCE USE OF PICTURES
Reconnaissance use is in contrast with detailed or intensive

use, In introducing material pictures may be made to serve very
definite purposes even without a detailed analysis. Striking pic-
tures may be used to give personality to a region about to be
considered. Another use i S the presentation of out-of-the-ordi-
nary pictures presenting disconcerting data which may stimulate
great interest. Disconcerting data means landscapes suggesting
concepts which are much at variance with the preconceived ideas
of students regarding a _region.

Pictures in .a unit of work may be used as diagnostic testing
to -heck the concreteness of understandings the students are
g Lining . This use is time conserving in that it shows definitely
in what phases of the work. the students are failing. In a final
review or in final testing pictures may be used with some out-
standing item or relationship receiving.the emphasis rather than
a complete study and interpretation being the object. These pro-
cedures may be used at any level of instruction where a func-
tioning ability in using pictures has been developed.

in several of the above uses the "cross-country" presenta-
tion is helpful. In this procedure a series of pictures crossing the
country from north to south and from east to west might serve
as an example. Pictures winch might roughly follow the fortieth
Parallel and the ninetieth meridian across the nation could be
used in introducing the study of the United States to show the
relationships of the various regions traversed. The same grovp
of pictures might be used later in a rapid review of the continent.
The modern educational motion picture used in introducing a
continent or a region follows this plan.

THE DETAILED USE OF PICTURES
The Introductory Use. The introductory use of pictures

enckavors to create a learning situation. If high ttality pictures
are available this may be an unsurpassed method of giving per-

ii
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sonality to a region and at the same 'time setting the stage for
investiglition of the major relationships between human activi-
ties and the natural landscape.

Through the use of pictures the student should get the
"feel" of the region or city and "get down to earth" regarding
the significant understandings which should be mastered. Here
again it must be remembered that no picture can stand alone
but that the picture furnishes greater meaning to the student as
he develops through research a broader background. Checking
suggested relationships for their validity is one of the important
procedures which the student must come to use habitually if he
is to gain proficiency in using pictures.

The Orientation Use. The purpose of this use is to place
the student in the region that he is studying and in particular
to emphasize the situation or relative locational aspects of the
study. A sun and shadow picture for sorne specific season of the
year might serve to orient the students to latitude. A coastline
or harbor picture could show an area with regard to its situation
on a continent or on some inland water body. Commonly this use
will orient one to some of the hirger and better known landscape
features such as large water bodies and related cultural land-
scape features, or great mountain ranges, passes, canyons, or
fiords, with which man has made definite adjustments.

The orientation use of pictures is possible only if pictures
of high geographic quality specifically related to the course are
available. It happens that these striking lar.:1;capes are often
photographed and are not as difficult to procure as it might
seem. The real problem is to have the instructor understand the
possibilities of this use and proceed to develop it. Often in text-
books where no provision is made for the detailed use of pic-
tures there are photographs which lend themselves to a specific
need which can 13- used to develop significant understandings.

Definition Use. This use of pictures is most important in
giving concrete imagery for activities or landscape items entirely
outside the experience of the student. In some cases a single pic-
ture may give a clear concept which lines of printed description
would leave vague and indefinite. Few children are familiar
with the iron ore docks adjacent to the mining areas near Lake
Superior. Figures 4, 5, and 6 show such a dock and define some
of its characteristics.

The use of pictures to clarify definitions is just one of
several uses which might be served by this group of pictures. It
is of course understood that the written word and oral discus-
sion will further supplement the pictures.

Interpretative Use. Detailed interpretation most nearly ex-
hausts all of the possibilities of pictures in developing the back-

12
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ground for geographic understandings. It involves the analysing
of all the items of the cultund and natural landscape, as well as
the classifying of the ol)vious and suggested relationships with
their possible significance. Such detailed interpretation furnishes
the most complete understanding possible at any given level of
instruction of all the items shown in the picture with their sig-
nificant geographic relationships.

This procedure invol-ves the use of all the interpretative ma-
terial available dealing with t le region being studied. The inter-
pretative activity, which is ge graphic thinking, involves so much
in the way of raising problems solvable at the level at which the
work is being carried on, that in many units the picture study
may serve as the major motivating device. A sequence of slides
covering mining, transportation, and processing of iron ore, of
%Web Figures 4, 5, zind 6 would be a part, might motivate very

unit dealing with the Upper and Lower Lake regions.
Oe tailed Checking Use. This use comes during the consid-

t-U4i.on of a unit of work and involves the use of pictures to
determine the understandings of the content developed by the
students. The extent of this use depends upon the difficulty of
the material covered and the time available. However, if the
needed pictures are available this may be one of the most effi-
cient means of checking depth of understanding.

For geography to be mearfingful to students concrete land-
scape imagery should be developed. The detailed checking use,
especially with groups inexperienced in the use of pictures and
weak in concrete concepts, is most worthwhile in this develop-
ment_ The use of pictures and maps together in this type of
checking is often more helpful than using either alone.

Summary Recall or Review. In summary recall pictures
may be used : (1) for the actual visual facts which they give
regarding a region and the geographical relationships shown or
suggested; (2) for the vl.uual imagery which they stimulate the
student to reconst.-uct regarding the geographic relationships
and facts having geographic quality characteristic of the region
of which the picture shows a part; (:3) for the interpretative
activity which will be stimulated by the realities of the picture
and recalled from the visual imagery which the picture moti-
vated.

Use in Testing. If one teaches with pictures it is logical to
test with pictures when they are the best medium in a definite
situation. Pictures may be used in testing to check the geographi-
cal understandings students have gained. Thus, understandings
gained regarding the weather and climate of a region may he
checked by showing a picture of natural vegetation or crops and
by asking the student to discuss the climatic conditions to which
the forms in the picture are related, If possible, pictures which
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the students have never seen in the study of the region should
be used in testing, In such testing definite questions should be
asked which bring out relationships.

One difficulty in using pictures in testing lies in the cost of
procuring a sufficient number of pictures so that each child
may have a copy. This problem may be met by using pictures in
the textbook. The interpretative work may be done with certain
pictures while omitting one or two even though they are of high
geographic quality. Later the omitted pictures may be used in

ting. However, students will become accustomed to this tech-
nique if used too often.

Another method in testing is to use a set of different pic-
tures with questions attached. These can be rotated around the
class. The questions for the different pictures should be of the
same time-consuming difficulty, so that the time allowance given
may be fair for all. Other questions than those based upon pic-
tures may be used as well in this type of testing. The test may
be objective or subjective with the answer not to exceed one line
in length.

The time allowance for each question should not exceed two
minutes with one minute preferable at higher levels. The read-
ing ability, of the students must be considered so that ql:kastions
be understood in the time allowed.

If, for example, the absolute minimum an instructor may
expect to have in a class is thirty, thirty questions should be pre-
pared. If there should happen to be on some occasion thirty-
three in the class, simply scatter three blank cards in the set. All
will answer the thirty questions, though at all times three will
have blanks and will have a "rest period." This "moment of
relaxation" appears to have tn excellent psychological effect
during the test.

SUMMARY

Ti the foregoing discussion of special uses of pictures close
distinctions have been drawn between uses. In actual practice
the methods of use may grade into one another so as to give a
combination of uses in one procedure. All of the special uses are
capable of an infinite number of variations. However, it appears
desirable to isolate the various methods in ones own mind so
that objectives may be better kept in view thus making possible
a more definite check upon the concrete understandings gained
by the students.

To use pictures successfully the tea her must be constantly
aware of the following:

1. Every student should have a picture. If the text used has
pictures of high geographic quality this requir ment is
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met. Projection of pictures for the whole class automat-
ically solves this problem.

2. The student must have something definite to do. There
may be questions on the pictures or question slips given
out with numbers corresponding with the numbered
pictures.

3. The student must have a way of expressing his findings.
Upon the questions asked depends the geographical
thinking done and the geographical significance of the
findings. It is preferred that the students reaction be
written, not oral. Unison answers are useless.

4. There must be a practical check, preferably a selfcheck,
which is not time-consuming.

5. Some provision must be made for the student who al-
ways finishes first. Variation in ability presents more
of a problem in work with pictures than in some other
types of work. Superficial work must be discouraged.
A few extra pictures of greater than average difficulty
may help in the case of the rapid worker,
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THE GRADATION OF PICTURES
Even though differences in geographic quality of pictures

are recognized it is difficult to classify these differences. A pic-
ture presenting interpretative difficulties to one might not do
so to another who has had contacts with the items shown in the
scene. It is necessary to recognize that gradation in picture study
is based upon the degree of interpretative ability required to
make the desired use of the picture. Gradation actually is an
expression of the information and experience which the student
can bring to bear in the study of the picture.

The same picture might be used in the fourth grade and in
high school. In the fourth grade it would be used only for the
obvious items which are portrayed with simple direct relation-
ships emphasized without a great deal of study of supplementary
material. The same picture used in high school by students ex-
perienced in picture study would involve a more detailed inter-
pretation and problem raising activity which would be impossible
at the lower level or with students without a background knowl-
edge of landscape gained through work with pictures. College
students with their broader background of information and ex-
perience will gain the most from the use of pictures.

Pictures rank next to actual observation in giving concrete
concepts regarding landscape items and their attendant human
activities. The teacher of geography attempting to develop under-
standings of landscapes and related human activities, or reason
for their absence, is tremendously handicapped if pictures are
not used wherever and whenever they can function to make
learning experiences more worthwhile.

Figure 7 can be used to illustrate certain aspects of grada-
tion. This picture shows an iron ore carrier "locking up" from
the level of the St. Marys River at Sault Ste. Marie, Michigan,

Fig. 7
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to the level of Lake Superior. Only the mast, funnel, and ventila-
tors are visible. In the foreground is another lock with the water
level approximately that of Lake Superior above the rapids. In
the distant background is the Canadian shore and Sault Ste.
Marie, Canada.

This picture might be used at the fourth grade level for
definition purposes to show something of locks in canals. The St
Marys rapids as symbolically represented on some maps could
be used to explain the need for the canal, the busiest in the world.
The photograph indicates concretely the water levels typical of
locks wherever found.

At the fifth grade level in the regional study of North Amer-
ca much added background could be developed to bring out the
significance of this link in the Great Lakes waterway in moving
iron ore, wheat, and coal cheaply to their varying destinations.
At this level only the simple and direct relationships involved in
the movement of commodities from one region to another will be
emphasized. These understandings are as important in history
and/or social studies classes as in geography.

The important thing in this situation is that a lock becomes
a real man-made landscape item in the experience of the student
rather than a little understood abstraction. As a result it serves
as an interesting item with which geographic thinking may be
done.

At higher levels of instruction this picture and others could
motivate discussions of mineral resources, inland water trans-
portation, waterpower, and regional interdependence. It might
be used in a sequence which also would include Figures 4, 5,
and 6.

Figure S represents quite a different landscape. It shows a
section of United States Highway No. 54 south of the Lake of
the Ozarks, Missouri, in 1939. The important fact in this picture

Fig. 8
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is the rail fence which would be the item emphasized in the
fourth or fifth grade. The rail fence, made of local low grade
timber, is a relic of the past in general.

At higher levels of instruction it might be brought out that
this is a "ridge" road in the hilly Ozark country and the whole
matter of the problems of utilization of such areas could be de-
veloped. The fact that the scene is close to the Lake of the
Ozarks, around which a tremendous recreational development
has occurred, is significant. It can follow that Ragnall Darn on
the Osage River is discovered as the reason for the lake.

At this juncture it should be emphasized that many pictures
should be dated. If not dated, the students are apt to date them
with a loud laugh and the instructional situation may be dam-
aged. Figure 8 serves a real purpose if adequately used even if
a student in class may have toured Highway No. 54 recently and
found a high grade "blacktop" or concrete surface rather than
the old "seal-coat" of 1939. In the road improvement process the
rail fence may have disappeared.

It is very common for students to criticize pictures in texts
or projected slides as being inaccurate and out-of-date. In these
days of general travel by the populace of the United States, with

rneras in general use, it is not unusual for families to have
collections of colored slides more up-to-date than those in the
texts or in the school slide collection. At the college level many
returning servicemen have slides showing a variety of places
over the world. It must be acknowledged that many of these pic-
tures are not of high geographic quality and at best may serve
a definition use, if they are usable at all.

Older pictures may serve to emphasize change and progress
if their use is planned. By planning the instructor prevents dis-
tracting reaction to a picture out-dated in some aspects but in
other aspects significant in developing worthwhile understand-
ings.
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STILL AND MOTION PICTURES

Elementary geography textbooks published before 1900 were
plentifully supplied with pictures. One such book originally pub-
lished in 1898 and revised in 1907 had 275 photographs, many
of them of high geographic quality. There were study questions
referring to maps without references covering the pictures even
though in some cases the pictures might make some contribution
in the realm of map study.

Some will remember the stereoscopes and stereoscopic pairs
of pictures present in many homes and used to entertain adults
and children fifty or more years ago. The early copies of the
National Geographic Magazine contained few pictures but some
maps with Volume XI of 1900 as an example. There was a nota-
ble increase of pictures in Volume XIX in 1908, and by 1913,
Volume XXIV was almost as profusely illustrated as is the mag-
azine at present. This magazine is mentioned because it has long
been valuable to teachers as a source of pictures, many of which
are of high geographic quality.

The portable 35 millimeter silent motion picture projector
was in fairly general use in the early nineteen-twenties. Actual-
ly these bulky machines were seldom taken to class rooms but
their-use in school auditoriums increased rapidly. The 16 milli-
meter portable silent projector followed quickly and the 16 milli-
meter sound projector using film with sound track was in com-
mon use by the middle nineteen-thirties in schools and colleges.
Educational sound films came almost immediately, but in some
cases their quality left a lot to be desired. Techniques in using
films were slower to come and in many cases today film pre-
sentations are of the "hit and run" variety.

THE STILL PICTURE

It is the feeling of many that the still picture offers the
greatest value for geographic concepts, whatever the level of
instruction. They make landscapes, cultural and natural, come
alive to serve as a basis for developing sound geographic under-
standings. Since the time element is not restrictive as is the case
of the motion picture, the student can analyze carefully all the
elements in the situation and can do the research necessary to
make the picture fully meaningful.

The general availability of the still picture is another factor
of significance. From newspapers, magazines, and many other
sources pictures are available at very small cost. Students may
supply pictures to schools at no cost except that needed to pro-
vide proper filing and storage which is most essential. The pro-
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duction of specialixed pictures as geographic teaching aids has
been neglected in the United States.*

The 35 millimeter colored slide and film Strii ilive largely
taken over in the area of projected pictures. There are many
sources of pictures and thousands of pictures available from a
number of producers specializing in pictures to be used as aids
in teaching geography. Today teachers may use slides _specifically
id )ted to their own teaching needs. The stereoscopic 35 milli-
meter camera is used by some and for close-ups is particularly
effective.

If one travels without a camera or encounters unfavorable
weather he can purchase colored slides showing landscapes of
local areas in most localities. Unfortunately many of these slides
show "scenic" rather than geographic items of the landscape. In
other words, the pictures show striking natural items without
showing much of the basis for the human occupance of the area.
However, careful selection can produce pictures of_ either Class
I or Class II geographic quality that may be excellent teaching
aids.

Geographic quality in pictures and use procedures have al-
ready been discussed in detail. However, a warning is necessary
in using colored slides, Pictures using certain types of film or
reproduced slides or filmstrips may show striking color effects
that are not true of the actual scene. Students need to be made
aware of this fact.

Another hazard arises from the use of some pictures strik-
ing in color. They may be so strikingly colored that it is diffi-
cult to direct the attention of the students to the rather prosaic
matter of the study of landscapes as the basis for geographic
thinking. It goes without saying that this geographic approach
should be brought about tactfully. Some discussion of the true
colors of the items shown as contrasted with the colors presented
might be necessary.

The opaque projector has the advantage of being capable
of projecting almost anything on the screen, It should be able
to proJect a minimum size of 81,2 x 11 inches and should have a
minimum power of 1000 watts. This type of projection requires
a darker room than any other common type of projection and is
bulky and difficult to move around even when made of light
metal. It has many specialized educational uses, for example,
projecting a corrected paper before a class so that all can see
the mistakes and corrections.

*ln On the Wheeler Publishing Company of rhkago published the book Our
rountrii From the /Ur by FAInn EL Eisen, This wns en excellent book of pictures
covering the landscapes of the United States, with n page of text for each picture,
There nro eighty-rune pictures included, with study questions. All pictures are of
high geographic quality and all types of important human activities me covered.
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THE MOTION PICTURE

The motion picture, silent and sound, has been hailed as the
answer to the teacher's prayer. The fact is that the sound motion
picture is the most difficult of any of the visual aids to use ade-
quately, Much of the "hit and run" use of motion pictures today
borders upon entertainment and may be looked upon as a sort
of entertainment by students and thus be a waste of time and
money. In some aspects the addition of the sound track to film
aggravated the situation. All will admit that students from kin-
dergarten through college are intrigued and entertained in vary-
ing degrees by motion pictures and only a few are bored.

Even though the difficulties in effective use of motion plc-
tuLes in geography are always present, they can be minimized
if the instructor using this teaching aid has an awareness of the
problems. Unless precautions are taken the narration on the
sound track immediately limits what the student will see and
comprehend. The most serious problem in many cases is admin-
istrative and involves film ownership v-ersus rental. The problem
is more aggravated in small educational units than in large ones
where most of the films may be owned. The common procedure
is to order films months ahead for given dates. The film may
not be available for the requested date or the work of the class
may not be at the stage where the film aids in creating an effec-
tive learning situation. Yet, the film must be used at once and
returned. This means the instructor has to make the best of a
bad situation by using the film days ahead of the desirable time
or possibly using a reconnaissance film for a summary recall or
review purpose.

If a film is worth showing once it is probably necessary to
show it more than once to obtain the potentially optimum results
desired. Common practice in the handling of rental films permits
one showing possibly in a. number of places in an institution or
school system. There is a trend now evident that may lead to
films being available for longer periods. In short, ownership is
the ideal if high quality intensive work is to be done with motion
pictures.

It should be interjected here that theoretically most motion
picture projectors can be stopped and a single frame shown.
Actually this is seldom done and in many projectors the protec-
tive device which keeps the heat of the lamp from damaging the
film also cuts off so much of the light that the projected frame
is poorly shown.

It is almost trite to say that in teaching the best medium
available should be used at the juncture where its contribution
may be the greatest. It is obvious that if a better presentation of
geographic material can be made with colored slides at a frac-
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tion of the cost as compared with motion picture film, then slides
should be used.

Thousands of "free" films of high quality are available from
corporations and governmental agencies. The use of such films
as teaching media requires great care ki nd selectivity. Thorough
preparation by the instructor is the first prerequisite in any use
of pictures of any kind but with the motion picture it is most
critical because of the rapidity with which landscapos arl pre-
sented. Every possible eventuality in connection with. the screen-
ing of the picture must be considered. This should mean pre-
viewing the film at least three times. The first viewing should
be introductory, the second should be with the sound turned off,
to see whether more or less is "seen" without the narration, and
the third should be on a "stop and go" basis, with notes taken
on the significant sequences.

It is possible that the first time the instructor has seen a
film the decision may be made that the film is not an effective
medium in developing the desired understandings at this par-
ticular place in the instructional program. Unfortunately under
these conditions many teachers still will screen the film rather
than "disappoint" the students,

Ideally, projection of any type should occur in the usual
meeting place of the group, It should be looked upon as a teach-
ing aid such as the blackboard, the map, or the written or spoken
word. Under the best conditions there is no "holiday" atmos-
phere when pictures are used, whatever the type.

The motion picture should conform overall to the standards
set up for geographic quality in pictures. Types of use discussed
earlier can be adapted to sequences of or larger portions of films,
it is probable that the introductory and reconnaissance uses are
the most effective. For sumnutry recall and review the film like .
wise may be effective lf the procedures are well planned. As in
any type of picture, only with study and research can the motion
picture be made te tell the whole story.

Many techniques and variations of them have developed in
using the motion picture_ It is axiomatic that students who view
a picture should have something to do relating to the presenta-
tion. Ideally, the work of the students should be presented in
writing or given in well-organized oral reports, Too often the
showing is followed with some spontaneous discussion and the
matter is dropped without research and the development of sound
and worthwhile understandings.

On the other hand, instructors endeavoring to develop under-
standings of landscapes as a basis for geographic thinking oc-
casionally do intensive work following the film. After the first
showing some instructors run the film with the sound off asking
the students if in the showing they saw items not mentioned in
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the narration that they wished to know more about In some
cases students are encouraged to criticize the narration. After
a third "stop and go" presentation, coupled with thorough dis-
cussion, research problems may be assigned to groups of stu-
dents. Fimilly the group may decide that it would like to provide
its own narration. When this intensive use is encouraged the
film must lie shown many times so that the novice narrators can
develop their talks. It is dear that this kind of a procedure could
be developed only at and above the later elementary or junior
high school leva

It is certain that this type of intensive use could develop
only with a film that met the requirement for developing such
intensive use Few films would meet the requirements% If films
were used only when they approximated being the best media the
quality of instruction would be greatly improve/I

The motion picture as an educational teJi is here to stay
The problem facing all persons in the field of education is to see
the medium in its proper perspective in relation to other visual
aids and other methods of presentation of material. The problem
is to retain the best in motion pictures and to plan thoughtfuify
the ase of carefully selected pictures that show geographic
relationships.
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ivin from the study of this picture? Water is
protected terrace outlet. A a result the outlet
Id and the road ditch is sloughing. What con-
chin ate. conservation, land utilization, terrain,

hy is indicated by this picture? Notice the
Mimi. the intensive land utilization, the corn-
nd the remains of the natural environment.
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How could you judge the age of this picture? What is the climate of the
area? The population density? The landforms? The cultural development?
The picture was talien near the edge of the Nashville Basin.

What does this picture indicate a to topography, climate, natural vegeta-
tion, population movement land utilization, and its location? Bow would
you classify this picture?
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